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When your mission is focused on restoring the lives of those impacted by trauma, dignity plays a significant role. Imagine
being in a situation where all sense of dignity is stripped from you - whether because of how you were made to feel due to an
unhealthy, abusive relationship, the loss of your home, job, your health, or something else. For those we serve at Restoration
Village, helping restore one's dignity in all areas of their life is one of our main areas of focus.
Renewing dignity must also come in the form of one's physical surroundings. Last year, we embarked on a journey to
make significant upgrades to our main residential lodge. Each room was in desperate need of a fresh new coat of paint, new
furniture, fixtures, flooring, and decor. We have 10 rooms downstairs that are all part of our "Renewing Dignity Campaign"
and we are only three rooms away from being complete.
After completing the first half of the rooms, we captured the transformation of one of these bedrooms just prior to
welcoming its first resident. The first moment she laid eyes on her room, she thought to herself, "Wow, this is my new
home. It is so welcoming." She went on to describe the room as "beautiful" and her first impression "amazing."
We have only three rooms left to complete this initial phase and we need your help! Will you
prayerfully consider being part of our campaign to update our living areas for our women and
children? We are $7,000 away from completing this phase of our project.
We always say, "It takes a Village," and this endeavor is no exception. We are excited and
grateful for our progress so far! We are also hopeful in how much more we can accomplish
together to provide a warm, safe, and comfortable space for women and their children to call
home and find refuge.
Renew Dignity with us today.

Mission: To restore the lives of women and children through a community of hope and healing.
Vision: For those we serve to lead safe, healthy, independent lives filled with dignity, hope, and purpose.
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EASTER
Easter is a time to celebrate the
hope we have in Christ. We are so
thankful for our ministry partners
who helped our families enjoy a
special Easter celebration. A HUGE
thank you to the Scott Life Group
at FBC Rogers for putting on this
event as well as Little Flock
Primitive Baptist Church for
hosting it.
Village families were blessed to
enjoy Easter baskets, an egg hunt,
arts & crafts, face painting, a
special Easter message, lunch, and
fellowship.

BEAUTIFUL MOMENTS
Never underestimate the power of a beautiful
moment.
We celebrate any time the ladies and children at
the Village experience beautiful moments such as
these pictured here because we know that with
each smile and new positive experience comes
promises of hope, joy, and healing.
Some of these special moments during the month
of April included animal interactions, sharing a
homemade meal together in a graduate's home,
mountain biking, and dyeing Easter eggs.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS
"No one can do everything, but everyone can do
something." This is so true, and we appreciate each
and every one of our volunteers and supporters for
using their time, talents, and gifts to bless the Village.
Special thanks to the Scott Life Group for the
cinnamon roll fundraiser & luncheon, FBC Rogers
Girls' Student Ministry for the amazing welcome
baskets, our faithful summer volunteer Andy
Anderson, and another FBC Rogers Life Group for
moving one of our families.

UNITED WAY CONTINUES TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Thank you to United Way of Northwest Arkansas for organizing and mobilizing volunteers to serve
across our region on April 22 Live United Day, a special day where hundreds of volunteers from
corporate partners are sent into the community to make a philanthropic impact.
Specifically, Restoration Village was honored to have a team from Hight Jackson Associates onsite to
help with various projects on Live United Day. Here’s a glimpse of what they accomplished: readying a
transitional home for a new family which involved deep cleaning, moving furniture, painting furniture
as well as installing an electric fireplace in our main lodge living room, and assembling furniture for
resident rooms. THANK YOU, Hight Jackson Associates, for the time and effort you invested into
renewing dignity and restoring hope here at the Village.
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